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Discover great talent with Hudson
In this fast-changing world, an organisation’s competitive 
advantage comes from having the best people.

Hudson helps organisations find and develop high 
performers with the right skills and experience – as well 
as the right motivational and cultural fit. 

Hudson helps organisations achieve great 
performance by discovering talent and helping 
people realise their potential.

Find the best talent

In today’s market where candidates are more passive 
than ever before, we use our extensive database of 
specialised talent pools, networks and multiple sourcing 
channels to find, engage and nurture outstanding 
candidates – quickly.

Rely on deep market knowledge

We understand the intricate needs of our clients and 
our candidates’ niche skillsets, which ensures accuracy 
in our placements. Our specialist market knowledge of 
salaries, job titles and hiring trends helps us achieve the 
best outcome for your organisation at the appropriate 
remuneration.

Hire with confidence

Using data-driven and best practice talent profiling 
and assessment techniques, our solutions minimise 
the risk in hiring decisions and ensure you select high 
performers who will stay and grow. 

We use rigorous recruitment processes and science-
based psychometric assessment tools that give 
you in-depth insights into the skills, behaviours and 
motivational drivers of candidates. Which in turn helps 
you make an informed decision when it comes to the 
cultural fit, capabilities and potential of your people. 

This salary guide is a compilation of salary and market information provided by Hudson consultants, clients, candidates and other sources across 
Australia. Information was gathered by drawing on the extensive knowledge of our specialist recruitment consultants across Hudson’s specialist 
practice groups. Salary ranges are approximate guides only.

They relate to base salaries and exclude superannuation/bonuses/incentive schemes/stock options.
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HUDSON ANALYTICS

Sydney

DATA INNOVATION

Permanent
(AUD/000)

Data Analyst (Junior) 65 - 75

Data Analyst (Mid Weight) 75 - 85

Data Analyst (Senior) 85 - 100

Quantative Analyst (Junior) 80 - 100

Quantative Analyst (Mid Weight) 100 - 130

Quantative Analyst (Senior) 130 - 160

Data Modeller (Junior) 70 - 80

Data Modeller (Mid Weight) 80 - 120

Data Modeller (Senior) 120 - 160

Data Researcher (Junior) 125 - 135

Data Researcher (Mid Weight) 135 - 145

Data Researcher (Senior) 145 - 155

Data Scientist (Junior) 100 - 120

Data Scientist (Mid Weight) 120 - 140

Data Scientist (Senior) 140 - 160

Senior Data Scientist (Junior) 160 - 170

Senior Data Scientist (Mid Weight) 170 - 180

Senior Data Scientist (Senior) 180 +

Chief Data Scientist (Junior) 180 - 190

Chief Data Scientist (Mid Weight) 190 - 220

Chief Data Scientist (Senior) 220 +

FEATURED ROLE

Senior Data Scientist
Permanent salary range (AUD/000)

125 - 200

About the role

Data Scientists are analytical data experts 
who have the technical skills to solve complex 
problems and the curiosity to explore what 
problems need to be solved. They are part 
statistician, part computer programmer and 
have the ability to use a number of techniques 
to solve business problems. They understand 
that a piece of analysis is only worthwhile when 
it can be used to drive business decisions. In 
their purest form, a Data Scientist is commonly 
known as a Unicorn!

Key skills/attributes

• Curiosity - the ability to question and 
frame business questions in order to 
provide solutions

• Programming skills - technically 
competent in a number of programming 
languages

• Modelling skills and domain knowledge

• Business knowledge to understand 
customer behaviours
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HUDSON ANALYTICS

Sydney

CUSTOMER, DIGITAL AND 
BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Permanent
(AUD/000)

Analyst (Junior) 60 - 75

Analyst (Mid Weight) 75 - 85

Analyst (Senior) 85 - 100

Senior Analyst (Junior) 90 - 100

Senior Analyst (Mid Weight) 100 - 110

Senior Analyst (Senior) 110 - 120 +

Manager (Junior) 125 - 135

Manager (Mid Weight) 135 - 145

Manager (Senior) 145 - 155

Senior Manager (Junior) 150 - 160

Senior Manager (Mid Weight) 160 - 170

Senior Manager (Senior) 170 - 180

Director / Executive Manager (Junior) 180 - 190

Director / Executive Manager (Mid Weight) 190 - 220

Director / Executive Manager (Senior) 220 +

FEATURED ROLE

Senior Analyst
Permanent salary range (AUD/000)

100 - 130

About the role

Working with senior leaders on 
complex projects, Senior Analyst's 
source customer data from a range of 
different sources. Develop segmentation, 
propensity and churn models to 
understand customer behaviour. Partner 
with senior leaders and the business to 
understand each business units need 
and provide them with recommendations 
based on insights.

Key skills/attributes

• Sound experience working with statistical 
analysis tools such as Python, SAS, SQL, or R

• Excellent communication skills

• The ability to manage the requirements of senior 
stakeholders

• The ability to tell a story around the data, to non-
technical stakeholders
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HUDSON ANALYTICS

Sydney

RISK ANALYTICS

Permanent
(AUD/000)

Risk Analyst (Junior) 80 - 100

Risk Analyst (Mid Weight) 100 - 120

Risk Analyst (Senior) 120 - 140

Risk Modeller (Junior) 70 - 80

Risk Modeller (Mid Weight) 80 - 120

Risk Modeller (Senior) 120 - 150

Fraud / AML Analyst (Junior) 70 - 90

Fraud / AML Analyst (Mid Weight) 90 - 110

Fraud / AML Analyst (Senior) 110 - 130

FEATURED ROLE

Risk Analyst
Permanent salary range (AUD/000)

60 - 140

About the role

Risk Analysts are typically statistics or economics 
graduates with modelling and programming skills.  
They can come from a variety of backgrounds at the  
more junior level and tend to specialise further into 
their career. They typically sit in Financial Services 
but there is also roles available in Consulting and 
Telecommunications.

Key skills/attributes

• Curiosity

• Programming skills - usually  
SAS, SQL or R

• Modelling and analysis skills
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BUSINESS PERFORMANCE AND
INSIGHTS

Permanent
(AUD/000)

Business Intelligence Manager 130 - 175 +

Reporting Manager 120 - 145

Business Intelligence Analyst (Junior) 70 - 80

Business Intelligence Analyst (Mid Weight) 80 - 110

Business Intelligence Analyst (Senior) 110 - 130

Reporting Analyst (Junior) 65 - 75

Reporting Analyst (Mid Weight) 75 - 100

Reporting Analyst (Senior) 100 - 130

Business Intelligence Consultant (Junior) 60 - 70

Business Intelligence Consultant (Mid Weight) 70 - 100

Business Intelligence Consultant (Senior) 100 - 140

Data Visualisation Specialist (Junior) 65 - 75

Data Visualisation Specialist (Mid Weight) 75 - 105

Data Visualisation Specialist (Senior) 105 - 130

Business Intelligence Developer (Junior) 70 - 80

Business Intelligence Developer (Mid Weight) 80 - 110

Business Intelligence Developer (Senior) 110 - 140

HUDSON ANALYTICS

Sydney

FEATURED ROLE

Data Visualisation Specialist
Permanent salary range (AUD/000)

65 - 130

About the role

Responsible for 
the development of 
interactive and insightful 
dashboards and reports 
via data visualisation 
tools such as Tableau 
and Power BI.

Key skills/attributes

• The ability to understand and interpret stakeholders business 
questions and deliver a bespoke reporting solution

• An inquisitive and creative mindset with the ability to tell a story 
through the visual presentation of data

• Strong communication skills with the ability to consult and 
influence stakeholders



Hudson's specialist recruitment consultants have the in-depth market 
knowledge of salaries, job titles and hiring trends to ensure you achieve 
the best outcome for your organsation at the appropriate remuneration.

We build highly nurtured and engaged pools of select talent so you can 
find the right person quickly. This means greater speed and precision in 
placements, and higher satisfaction for both clients and candidates.

Our proprietary assessment tools and techniques will help you find 
candidates with the right technical skills and capabilities for the role and 
for your team, so you can achieve.

Get in touch to see how we can help

ANDREAS MEAD

Senior Consultant,  
Data Science & Advanced Analytics 
Specialist

Sydney

+61 420 677 282

andreas.mead@hudson.com 

au.hudson.com


